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With >, #1 bestselling author Patricia Cornwell returns to the chilling world of gutsy medical

examiner Kay Scarpetta for the third installment of the classic suspense fiction series that begins

with >.#1 New York Times bestselling author Patricia Cornwell's heart-stopping thriller featuring

gutsy medical examiner Kay Scarpetta In Richmond, Virginia, young lovers are dying. So far, four

couples in the area have disappeared, only to be found months later as mutilated corpses. When

the daughter of the president's newest drug czar vanishes along with her boyfriend, Dr. Kay

Scarpetta knows time is short. Following a macabre trail of evidence that ties the present homicides

to a grisly crime in the past, Kay must draw upon her own personal resources to track down a

murderer who is as skilled at eliminating clues as Kay is at finding them...
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Another early book by Patricia Cornwell. I have started rereading some of my early book purchases.

The early books by this author I find are her best works. The plot is well within reason and the

character is continuing to evolve within the realm of reality. A good read.



The second in the mystery series by Patricia Cornwell with Kay Scarpetta as the chief medical

examiner in Virginia is a much better novel than "Postmortem." Kay and her partner, detective

Marino, have put aside most of their animosities and are working together which is a good thing

because these unsolved murders need both of their talents to solve. Characters from the first novel

are more fully developed, Kay has made more friends and isn't as vulnerable, and Marino is making

an effort to smooth out some of his rough edges.There is still too much detail in the red herrings and

in the ramblings about storms in Virginia, and Marino still hasn't learned to use the plural of the verb

"was" (surely someone could clue him in because it's annoying and makes him look stupid), but it is

very interesting to see the growth in Patricia Cornwell's style. She can certainly entertain the

reader..

I have just started reading the Kay Scarpetta series. I was given a couple of the books and loved

them. So after reading Cause of Death and The last Precinct. I loved the books, so I started from

the begining and in about 2 weeks I have made it thru Cruel and Unusual. Now I'm starting on The

Body Farm. If u are into reading a great story line and crime novels this is a great series.

Super great read - did not want it to end!

Sorry to say, these books aren't for me. And that's too bad as I always love to find the right author

with a long list of really good books.Past about Book 3 of Scarpetta, there was no learning

experience. I'm too old to spend my time reading the same-old-same-old. If you want to learn

something about human nature, for instance, go and read Ruth Rendell's book, "Guilty Thing

Surprised." True insight.

Another amazing read from P. CORNWELL. I was hooked from page one, again. I read this when it

was first released & it was just as good reading as it was the first time. Ms. CORNWELL is such a

good author & she keeps the reader attention by throwing curve balls in the story. I've always loved

her books because she good at what she does. Each new read come with a set of new facts, but

she often will bring up a few things that were in the previous book, things that only a follower of the

character & series would remember. I've aged as her character has. Gracefully & with style ! Posted

good book



I have enjoyed all of the Scarpetta series books that I have read. This is one of the earlier books in

the series. I enjoy the somewhat love-hate relationship between Kay and Pete, and with Wesley

Benton thrown in, makes for a very entertaining read. Great suspense and moves fairly fast with

twists and turns continually. Keep on writing in this series Patritia Cornwell, can't wait for new

episodes.
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